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FYI. Lifton e-mailed a message to me recommending that we depose Finck. I responded by asking if he knew 

where Finck is. The following is his response.To: Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-arrb.gov (Jeremy Gunn) @ Internetcc: 

(bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)From: 72303.2702 @ compuserve.com ("David S. Lifton") @ Internet @ WORLDCOM 

Date: 03/19/96 04:21:12 PM CSTSubject: Re: MiscellaneousDear Jeremy:Finck is supposed to be in 

Switzerland, as far as I know.Re Finck and FYI: My assistant, Nathalie Apteker---or rather, former 

assistant,because she has now returned to Maryland to go to college---related to me lastDecember (1995) the 

following story, which now seems possibly relevant inasmuchsince two of the doctors have been deposed:that 

her father (an Israeli), last year, was on a Metroliner, going from DC toNYC; and sitting next to him was a PhD 

(consulting psychologist) type; and thetwo got involved in passinger-to-passenger conversation. Anyway, her 

fatherrelated to this man how his daughter was out in California helping an author whohad done a book on 

the JFK assassination, at which point this person thenreveals, "Oh, well I knew Pierre Finck quite well, and he 

told me. . " and whatfollowed was some sort of spiel about how Finck knew things he hadn't revealed,and 

wasn't allowed to say all that he knew, etc etc. All this coming from aperson who claimed to be a personal 

acquaintance of Finck.Of course, I'm now working on Oswald (and really have very much avoided 

gettingdrawn back into the medical evidence) so I made no follow-up, but simply enteredthis in a misc. file. 

But I just now typed in the the father's name, and upcomes my note, made back in December 1995. The fellow 

(who was on themetroliner) lives in Washington DC. I'm going to call him, because theimpression I got (from 

Nathalie) was that he knew Finck, certainly well enoughto have a conversation like this.As I say, the original 

metroliner conversation was over a year ago, but if hehas any information, including Finck's present 

whereabouts, I'd be more thanhappy to pass it on.David
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